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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject: FW:

Biggin, Anthony
Thu, 23 Aug 2007 07:46:46 +1000

For info.
Sandy Whi

can you ring me pls.

Regards

From: Smith, Steve
Sent: Thursday, 23 August 2007 07:45
To: Biggin, Anthony
Subject: FW:

Tony

FYI

SS

From: Fisher, Brent
Sent: Wednesday, 22 August 2007 20:06
To: Smith, Steve
Cc: Snare, David; |
Subject:

Steve,

The update for today is;

* Barbara and Zirilli and Falanga all flew in this morning from interstate and they all had a meeting 
with Karam and Harry at Curly Joes in Melbourne.

* This meeting last approx 2 hours. No evidence or actual content of the meeting are known.

* Falanga is staying at the Marriot Hotel tonight, not known when he is flying out but appears 
tomorrow, time not known. No LD installed for tonight.

* Meeting today with Sharon HOLT and James Commons re intelligence, investigation progress 
and deficiencies in dessimination of material and was extremely worthwhile. Identified areas 
analytically that could be improved and he will assist more analytically which is a bonus.

* Canvassed again with Tl capacity at AFP and at maximum at this stage.

* A/V for tonight is myself INCA and A/V for Kara PREECE AGAMAS for phones..

* Barbara and Zirilli flew out tonight to New South Wales..

* Nicolo GOBBO is catching up with Karam a lot of late, and one could infer her associations and 
these meeting that she may me crossing the line, spoke to Purana and Mark HATT, she is also 
still active with their side of things to what extent is not known and he stated Gavan RYAN is also
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interested in GOBBO as well. We are arranging for a meeting to see what info each unit may have 
on same and what we can do to progress the investigation.

* Meeting tonight at Romanticas with Karam, Tony Sergi, BUGEYA, Dagher, Harry, and I ve called 
out the AFP dogs to target Shane BUGEYA and to take him home tonight from there.

* That's pretty much it, III talk to you tomorrow.

I m leaving shortly.

Cheers

Brent FISHER
Detective Sergeant 29235
Drua Task Force
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